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 line
Everyday heroes are taking a stand, 1

Building communities, lending a hand. 2

Everyday heroes are working with tools, 3

Washing the windows and sweeping the schools. 4

Everyday heroes are planting new trees, 5

Comforting loved ones who have a disease. 6

Everyday heroes are baking the bread, 7

Giving the homeless a meal and a bed. 8

Everyday heroes are cheering on others, 9

Keeping an eye on their sisters and brothers. 10

Everyday heroes are teaching and preaching, 11

Hearts always open and arms always reaching. 12

Everyday heroes are always sincere. 13

Everyday heroes are HERE. 14
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1. What is this poem mostly about?

 a.  observing life in a farming community
 b.  honoring workers who help take care of sick people
 c.  learning about construction workers who build schools
 d.  celebrating people who do important work and help others

2.  Re-read lines 1 through 8 of the poem. How many syllables are in each line?  _________

3. Where can everyday heroes be found?
 a.  only in poor communities b.  in other countries

 c.  in all communities d.  only in schools and hospitals

4.  Reread lines 11 and 12 of the poem, then answer the question below.
 Where is an everyday hero who is preaching most likely to be found?

 a.  in a church b.  at a sporting event

 c.  in a bakery d.  on a construction site

5.  Name 2 everyday heroes in your community and tell what they do to help others.

Person’s name

1.

2.

Note: Answers will vary.

What the person does to help others
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Name: ______________________________________

Match each vocabulary word on the left  
with the definition on the right.

1.  ______  heroes a.  sickness

2.  ______  communities  b.  honest

3.  ______  comforting  c.  person who does not have a place to live

4.  ______  disease d.  groups of people who live together

5.  ______  homeless  e.  rooting for someone or something

6.  ______  cheering  f.  giving a sermon or moral advice,  
      usually at a church

7.  ______  preaching  g.  making someone feel better

8.  ______  sincere  h.  people who are looked up to and  
       admired to have noble qualities

 Now try this: Find each of the words above in the poem and highlight them.
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